Abstract-Wavelet neural network (WNN) is introduced into the field of image restoration due to the excellent local feature and adaptive ability. The procedure of restoration can be looked as an approximating procedure from noisy image to original image. The better WNN has approximation performance, the better restoration performance. With the help of wavelet neural network and mathematical morphology, a new image restoration algorithm is proposed. It can effectively maintain the image edges and details. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the filter with fixed structure, amoeba structure element is presented based on mathematical morphology. Image data is extracted by amoeba structure element, and input into the wavelet neural network .The WWN is trained by BP algorithm in batch mode training, which adjusts the wavelet coefficient and network weights adaptively.The experimental results showed that the approach proposed can preserve fine details and excellent fidelity and is better than general denoising methods.
INTRODUCTION
Image restoration is a kind of digital image processing technology to improve image quality. An image degradation model can be established according to prior knowledge of image degradation. Based on the image degradation model, the image quality can be improved by adopting various inverse degradation processing methods . Whether the best image restoration being get can be judged by some criterions.The process of image restoration can be seen as follows: finding out degeneration causes->establishing degradation model-> reverse evolution->image restoration.The key problem of image restoration lies in establishing degradation model.
At present,many methods of image restoration of sea clutter are put forward to from the perspective of signal processing.But sea clutter signals have very strong correlation,such as effects of sea spike, which leads to sea clutter can not be inhibited completely from the perspective of signal processing. A sea clutter suppression technology based on image processing is given by another way in this paper. The influence of the sea clutter image caused by noises can be eliminated effectively by this method, and the target image can be separated from the sea clutter images accurately.
II. IMAGE RESTORATION TECHNOLOGY BASED ON MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY AND WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK

A. Amoeba structure element
In this paper a new type of dynamic structure elements is designed according to the physical structure of amoebaamoeba structure element. It is a kind of filter which can automatically adjust shapes and sizes of structure elements according to the content of the image.
The shape of amoeba structure element is obtained by amoeba distance calculation , which is different from stationary structure element, and the length of path σ is defined as follow：
In which, Between pixel point x and y; n is the number of path σ .
Because 1
λ is a real number, the amoebas distance with parameter 1 λ is defined as:
There is a strong correlation between the geometric distance expressed by amoebas distance and the gray distance of image pixel point. Following with the regulation for parameter 1 λ , image gradient information can be expressed clearly. The amoeba structure element has been defined as follow:
In which, r is a real number and is the radius of amoeba structure element, through adjusted the r , An amoeba-like structure elements can be divided into different scales, This is like from center pixels to start the near-far distinguish different levels, And each layer has different weights, the weights of the different scales are defined as follows: In which, i w can be described as the weights of ith scales, η is a positive number, which can be adjusted through the gradient change, The self-adaptive behavior of amoeba structure kernel is shown in Figure. 1. In order to show the adaptive behavior of amoeba structure kernel better, partition of the scale of amoeba structure elements corresponding to different surface image can be calculated by using amoeba structure element distance. An adjusted sea wave image with 200 200 × pixel and 1600 blocks (each block is in 5 5 × pixel ) is given as follows, then amoeba structure element corresponding to every block center can be get based on amoeba structure kernel(that is each center of block ), in Fig.2 . In Figure. 2.in the first row there are sea wave image, extension of amoeba structure elements and their partition of the scale as well as image of amoeba structure elements after weight value set, and in the second row there are parts of amplified images respectively corresponding to the above images which are in the first row.
B. Image restoration algorithm based on wavelet neural network 1) Wavelet Neural Network theory
The used WNN in this paper has the following form：
The structure of the used network is shown as follow: Figure 3 . the model of the wavelet neural network
In this paper Marr wavelet function is Selected as wavelet function , the formula of Marr wavelet function is shown as follows:
   After setting the initial weights of the network and inputting training samples , the output of wavelet network can be calculated by using the current neural network parameters .It can optimize the network through the following formula:
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The parameters of wavelet neural network is adjusted by the following formula: 
Where η represents the learning rate of wavelet neural network, μ represents the momentum coefficient.
2) Image restoration algorithm
Approximate estimationf of original image can be acquired from given degraded image g according to degradation model of image restoration. Training samples by using map of wavelet neural network ,then the nonlinear mapping relationship between euclid space 
III. THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENT OF SEA CLUTTER IMAGE RESTORATION TECHNOLOGY
Combined the neural networks with the morphology, the image restoration technology which could be used in suppressing the wave clutter has been introduced in the last sections. In the following, some simulations will show the effectiveness of the image restoration technology and wave image data measured by the IPIX radar is used in the simulations. The wave image restoration technology is used to remove the noise in the wave image via the image restoration technology. The effect of the wave restoration technology could be verified in two aspects: the clarity difference and the SNR (signal to the ratio) difference. Fig.3 shows a piece of sea wave image from sea clutter image data measured by the IPIX radar. And Fig.4 .displays the original image and the sea clutter image recovered by the image restoration technology which is based on the wavelet neural network and the mathematical morphology. Fig.4 shows the comparison of the sea clutter images handled by the algorithm listed in this paper and other different algorithms. the last image is the restoration image by WNN in the fig 5. According to the data statistics of the recovered sea images, the amplitude histogram of sea image could be drew out. And the fact is that the amplitude histogram of sea image based on wavelet neural networks and mathematical morphology is closest to the original one. From Fig.7 , we know that the image restoration method in this paper is From Table 1 , we know that sea clutter restoration image based on wavelet neural networks and mathematical morphology has the minimum normalized mean square error, the highest SNR and the best recovery quality.
A. The image suppression of the sea clutter
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A new approach is proposed to study the sea clutter image from the image processing point of view in this paper, which circumvents the strong correlation of the sea clutter signal appearing in the conventional sea clutter image restoration techniques .This method combines theories of a lot of subjects such as neural network, mathematical morphology, image restoration, and is of significant innovation and practicability. As for the perspective of image restoration, we improve the conventional neural networkbased image restoration technology. Based on the theory of mathematical morphology, the new approach can effectively retain image edge and details. From the simulation experiment, it can be concluded that the proposed technologies can de-noise and restore the sea clutter image.
Comparison of the simulation results shows that the image restoration technologies based on wavelet neural networks and mathematical morphology are relative stable. However, these approaches still leave much room for further improvement, which deserves future investigation.
